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Location: Victoria, BC
Contact: Erinn Pinkerton
                President and CEO
Industry: Crown Corporation: Transportation
Products:
• JDE E1 Financials
• JDE Job Cost
• JDE Contract and Service Billing
• JDE E1 Inventory Management
• JDE E1 Procurement Management
• JDE E1 Sales Order Management
• JDE E1 Service Management
• JDE E1 Case Management
• JDE E1 Manufacturing
• JDE E1 HR Foundation
• JDE E1 Expense Management
• JDE E1 Time Entry
• JDE E1 CAM (Maintenance)

Partner
iSP3 was involved in the original
implementation at BC Transit when they first
acquired JD Edwards E9.0 and have provided
JDE consulting services to BC Transit
throughout the years. BC Transit released an
RFP in 2015 in search of a consulting firm that
they can partner with on this very important
initiative and iSP3 was successful in winning
the trust of BC Transit. Scope and Design was
completed and signed off in December 2016
and project commenced in February of 2017
with Go Live in the spring of 2018.

The Organization
In 1979, the provincial government created the Urban 
Transit Authority (UTA), a new Crown corporation to 
coordinate the planning, marketing and funding of 
municipal transit systems throughout the province. 
Starting with 13 systems, the vision for the UTA was 
to provide local governments with an increased role in 
the decision making and funding of their community 
transit systems. A year after the start of the UTA, 
operation of the Victoria and Vancouver transit 
systems transferred from BC Hydro to the new 
organization and in 1982, it was renamed BC Transit.
Today, BC Transit have over 1000 vehicles across the 
province of British Columbia and continues to evolve 
and transform to meet the needs of the people of 
British Columbia.
 
Project Details
BC Transit acquired JD Edwards EnterpriseOne E8.0 
in 2002 replacing their legacy system to help 
manage and support their operations growing in size 
and complexity. In 2015, BC Transit recognized the 
need to upgrade from a version that is now 5 major 
releases behind so that they can take advantage of the 
new features and functionality out of the box that E9.2 
has to offer. In addition, the project required the 
restructuring of the Chart of Accounts, implementing 
new modules that were not in the original scope in 
2002 as well as develop within JD Edwards a custom 
application that will replace their third-party data entry 
system (e-billing) used by RTS operating companies 
which is critical to the operation for service requests 
and payments. It was critical that the project is 
completed on time with a planned go live in April 2018. 
The project was completed successfully on time and 
on budget.

About iSP3

iSP3 is an Oracle business partner certified in 
Finance, Project Costing, Supply Chain, Technical 
CNC and Accelerated Solutions.  iSP3 offers 
services in upgrades, net new 
implementations, product development, project 
management and training.  Consultants across 
Canada, the US and Latin America.  Client base in 
North America, Latin America and Eastern Europe. 
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